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Abstract
Several methods have been developed for gold exploration in the past, among which biological base
method is known to be the most efficient with least expenses. This method can also be used for latent
gold prospects exploration. In the present study, the possibility of applying Bacillus cereus frequency in
soil as a biological marker was investigated for the exploration of latent gold prospecting in Iran. The
study was performed on three gold sources in Iran known as Moteh, Zarmehr and Mahallat, however, the
major focus was on Mahallat gold reserve. The results of bacterial cultivation showed that no bacteria
have been isolated in samples taken from Moteh soil. On the other hand, the presence of bacteria was
observed in cultural media which were prepared from the collected samples from Zarmehr and Mahallat.
In Mahallat gold reserve the frequency of bacteria was noticeable, particularly in the soils with in-situ
fine-grained. In addition, it was seen that when the gold grad increases the bacterial frequency of Bacillus
cereus will also increase. Finally, a linear correlation was developed between bacterial frequency and the
gold semi-quantified grad. Using this correlation the monitoring of semi-quantified gold grad can be
undertaken.
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1- Introduction
The price of gold has been increased in
the world market during recent years. This
has resulted in several new exploration
activities in gold bearing deposits. Gold
prospects exploration is exposed to
significant complexity and difficulties
such as gold reserve genesis diversity,
uncorrelated spatial distribution of gold
and severe variability in gold content. It is
clear that using more than one exploration
method will be beneficial in terms of
gaining a better knowledge of these
influencing parameters. Several methods
have been used for the gold exploration in
the past including Geochemical and
isotopic methods, geophysical methods,
tectonic base methods, lineament studies,
remote
sensing,
application
of
geographical information system (GIS)
and bio-geo chemical methods.
Geochemical and isotopic methods
are more commonly used for gold
exploration and numerous investigations
and literatures have been published in this
area. For example, Whitehead and Davies
used the ratio of CO2/CaO (which
*Corresponding

represents the ratio of calcite to dolomite)
and arsenic frequency in order to
discriminate
the
gold
anomalies
(Whitehead and Davies, 1988). Xuejing
and Xueqiu with their extensive
experiences in gold exploration in china
proposed that a certain level of the gold
grade threshold should be considered in
order to consider a region suitable for gold
exploration. This threshold is about 4 ppb
in floodway sedimentations (Xuejing and
Xueqiu, 1991). Some other studies on
gold geochemical exploration include:
- Quartz fluid inclusions enrichment
related to CO2 below 350ºC
temperature (Burlinson, 1991);
- The ratio of CO2 frequency in fluid
inclusions for mesothermal gold
exploration (Diamond et al., 1990);
- The relation of different elements
inclusions in the lime environment with
Caroline type gold (Arehart and
Donelick, 2006);
- The use of linear regression to study
enrichment of different elements related
to gold in floodway sedimentation as a
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geochemical marker for the gold
regional explorations (Bellehumeur and
Jebrak, 1993);
- Optimization of sampling environment
(Tingley and Castor, 1999);
- Samples dimension (Abdallah Gad
Darwish and Poellmann, 2010);
- SSamples
preparation
procedure
(Delaney and Fletcher, 1999).
Furthermore,
there
are
several
investigations that used different
methods in order to process the
exploration data and gold anomalies
identification, for instance using fractal
method for anomalies identification
(Deng et al., 2010).
Geophysical methods are also used for
gold exploration. For example magnetic
assay, radiometry and electrical
methods were used to identify the
alteration of epithermal gold reserves
(Irvine and Smith, 1990). They tested
their hypothetical suggestion on six
identified reserves in Australia, New
Zealand, Island and America and
gained promising results. Other
methods like gravimetric and magnetic
assay were used for the gold anomalies
exploration as well but these methods
were used in the reserve where the host
rock was iron ores and the results
showed that the magnetic and dense
anomalies were compatible to gold
enrichment (Dentith et al., 1993). In
fact, they used samples from control
regions to compare and identify
enriched
area.
However,
some
researchers used well logging in order
to explore the gold related alterations
(Pflug et al., 1997). From the above
section it can be concluded that in the
researches where geophysical methods
were used, the main aim was to identify
the related alteration with gold or with
gold host rock.
Gold explorations in special tectonic
environments and using lineaments as a
gold marker have also been considered
in past studies. Examples of this
include:

- Direct relation of fractures frequency
with gold enrichment (Trippa and
Vearncombe, 2004);
- Gold reservation in open fractures and
identification of open fracture zones for
sampling (McKeagney et al., 2004);
- Gold exploration in shear zones
(Ghavami-Riabi et al., 2010);
- Gold exploration in volcanic arcs
(Herrington et al., 2010);
Since the gold enrichment is
generally happening in the regions with
special structure, remote sensing and GIS
base methods are currently used in gold
exploration activities. For example El
Shazly and coworkers used information
obtained lineaments, rock units, drainage
system and geomorphology in order to
identify gold exploration promising
regions in Egypt (El Shazly et al., 1988).
Other pioneers described how to use GIS
for gold exploration (Bonham-Carter,
1997). A detailed investigation was
performed on GIS application for
epithermal gold exploration (Rattenbury
and Partington, 2003). Recently, Gaber
and coworker used ASTER data in order to
explore the zones with a good potential for
gold mineralization (Gaber et al., 2010).
Huleatt and Jaques (2005) presented
a suitable classification
for gold
exploration in Australia from 1976 till
2003.
Biogeochemical methods are also
used for gold exploration nowadays. These
methods are not only cheap and quick but
also performed based on the sampling of
the topsoil or plants around the gold
prospects. For example, Valente and
coworker took some samples from the
leaves trees named Festuca ovina and
Chamaespartium tridentatum grown in
Cordillera Cantabrica which is one of the
identified auriferous regions. They
analyzed and measured the amount of gold
and arsenic in the leaves samples and
proved that this method can be used for
identification of gold anomalies in that
region (Valente et al., 1986). They also
realized that using Festuca ovina leaves
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tree is more useful than other sample. At
the same time, Dunn in Saskatchewan,
Canada found that the trees named Alnus
crispa and Alnus rugosa have gold
absorption tendency much more than the
other tree species (Dunn, 1986). He also
took some samples from other trees like
Fir and Alder and from their ashes realized
that the trees in principle have gold
absorption and enrichment ability. This
character can be used as a marker for gold
exploration. Similar investigation was
done in America and similar results were
obtained, which means the trees have gold
absorption and enrichment ability lend
them from soil (Busche, 1989). Perhaps,
one of the promising studies was
performed in the tropical rainy region in
New Guinea (McInnes et al., 1996) where
they introduced a tree which can be used
as a suitable marker for gold
mineralization.
Large attention has been paid to the
microbiological studies for gold prospects
exploration during past years. This method
seems to be important because it is a cheap
method and that it allows tracing of gold at
depth. The first investigation on this area
was performed in Australia (Reith et al.,
2005). Reith et al., have studied the
bacterial concentration of Bacillus cereus
as a gold marker in Tomakin Park gold
mine which is located in the south east of
New South Wales State in Australia. They
found that, the amount of gold, arsenic and
Bacillus cereus frequency were enriched in
the upper part of gold sources. They also
recorded less enrichment on antimony,
bismuth and lead in the same regions.
Interestingly, they discovered a direct
correlation between the increase of gold
grade and Bacillus cereus frequency. In a
similar investigation, the relation between
nitrate and nitrite frequency and
corresponding bacteria living on under
surface water were studied with located
mineralization at regional excavation well
in Japan (Suzuki et al., 2009). In their
study they presented a depth based
zonation system for the reserve according
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to nitrate, nitrite and related bacterial data.
This zonal system apparently had the
ability to be extended. Several studies have
been performed by Phanikumar and
McGuire, 2010, Borovicka et al., 2010,
Reid and Hill, 2010, Lisitsin et al., 2010
and Nimick et al., 2010, to investigate gold
exploration, however, these works belong
to different countries, using different
biological compounds and in different
biological sampling condition with
different kind of gold mineralization. This
increased trend of research in this area
during recent years shows the efficiency
of microbiological studies in gold
exploration. The biological research on
gold tracing was performed in Iran by
Mehrnia
in
2006.
He
collected
geochemical and geo-microbiological
samples from mineralized clay units in
promising regions of gold Tikmedash
index. He also proposed an appropriate
medium for evaluation of different
bacterial species particularly the resistant
type to environmental changes and at the
same time he assayed the quantity of gold
grade. His studies showed that the
incidence of bacterial population record
was often in geochemical gold halo and
some of the other metallic compounds.
The results showed that the frequency of
Bacillus cereus was considerable and the
geometrical locus of bacterial colonies was
coincident on the clay horizons and it was
located around the mineralized vein with
more than 300 milligram per ton gold
grade.
Considering that microbiological
studies are quick in their application and
cost effective for identification of latent
gold index, the use of this method for the
gold exploration in Iran is investigated in
this paper. The main aim of this study was
to investigate the ability of Bacillus cereus
as a gold marker in Iran. Semi quantified
relation of gold grade and frequency of
Bacillus cereus in the three identified gold
reserve and mines were investigated in
Iran and the obtained results will be
presented in the following sections.
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2- Fields of study
This study was performed on collected
samples from the two identified gold
mines and one of the identified gold
reserves in Iran. The fields used in this
study were Moteh gold mine in Isfahan
province and Zarmehr gold mine in
Khorasan Razavi province and the gold
reserve of Mahallat in Markazi province.
The geographical location of these regions
is presented in Figure 1.
Moteh gold mine is geographically located
at 50° 47´ longitude and 33° 37´ latitude. It
is about 270 km away southwest of Tehran
and 50 km far from the cities of
Golpayegan, Delijan and Meyme. This
mine is located on the rather low mountain
chain in the south of Delijan, at northwest
of Meyme and northeast of Golpayegan.
The distance of Moteh gold mine society
from the village of Moteh (located beside
Golpayegan road) is about 8-10 km. The
main indexes in the auriferous region of
Moteh are the following gold mines:
Chah-Khatoon, Senjedeh, Darre-Ashki,
Tange-Zar, Cheshmeh-Gohar, GhoromGhorom, Chah-Bagh, Chah-Allame and
Se-Kolop. The aforementioned gold mines
were often formed in the tension of various
cleavages regions. They were also formed
from the concentration of metallic
auriferous minerals such as auriferous
pyrite
and
calico-pyrite.
The
mineralization characteristics of these
golds are depended on siliceous and
cerosite, and host rocks including shear
quartz veins and pyrite.
Zarmehr gold mine is located at 58°
56´ longitude and 35° 13´ latitude in
southwest of 1:100000 Feyzabad sheet. It
is 40 km far from the city of Kashmar and
located in the road between Kashmar and
Torbat Hydarieyeh (The website of
Sepahan Zamin Rad company). The study
was included the recent alluvial in
Zarmehr and extended to south of
Darouneh fault. The upper outcrops were
included Eocene volcanic and intrusive
massive granodiorite in the north of
Kashmar in which several indexes of gold

and copper have been explored (Zar
website). In fact, Zar Mountain is part of
intrusive – volcanic belt of north of
Darouneh fault. The region rock units
include various tuffs, ignimbrite, diabase
dikes, andesitic to dacite volcanic and
intrusive granitoeid rocks. The minerals
are located in quartz-hematite veins
corresponding to structures of the region.
Mineralization in the Zar mountain region
is not limited to any special alteration zone
but can be observed in most alteration
zones. It is mostly restricted on the joints,
fractures and faults. Substitution of
mineralized solutions is associated with
local alteration and color changes in the
host rocks (Zar website).
Mahallat gold reserve is located at
50° 25´ longitude and 33° 58´ latitude
close to the city of Mahallat. In this
reserve gold has been enriched in quartz
veins. Little geological information is
available about this reserve. In some
reports the genesis of gold in Mahallat
gold reserve is known to be related to high
temperature paragneiss minerals like
Chalcopyrite.
3- Sampling
Sampling was carried out in three
phases in the studied regions. At first stage
one sample was collected from the topsoil,
fine grain and virgin soil of each studied
area. Appropriate cultural media was
prepared and bacterial isolation from soil
and subculture preparation was performed
afterwards.
Based on the results obtained from
the first sampling stage, the targeted region
was selected for supplementary studies.
Mahallat gold reserve was selected for
performing additional studies because of
more bacterial frequency in this region.
Also, it was decided to collect more
sample from Mahllat gold reserve in order
to do a practical and exploration studies in
this region.
In the second round of sampling, six
samples were collected from the topsoil,
fine grain and virgin soil of Mahallat gold
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reserve. The aim of this sampling stage
was to identify the relation between
Bacillus cereus frequency and frequency
of gold grade and also doing investigation
about using the ability of this bacterial
frequency as a marker for exploration of
gold latent sources.
In the third round of sampling, three
samples were collected from the region
with low, medium and high amount of
gold grade in Mahallat gold reserve,
respectively. The aim of this sampling

Caspian
Sea

stage was to study the semi-quantified
relation of gold grade with Bacillus cereus
frequency.
4- Cultural media and recipe
Collected soil samples were cultivated
after preparing serial dilution. Bacterial
identification was carried out and Bacillus
cereus colonies were counted. Bacterial
cells of Bacillus cereus are rod-shape as
demonstrated in figure 2.

Zarmehr

N

Mahallat

Moteh

Persian
Golf

Figure1. Geographical location of three studied regions.

5 µm
(a)

5 µm
(b)

Figure 2. Bacillus cereus bacterial cells under light microscopy with 100x (a) and 40x (b) magnification.
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Table 1. The component of selective medium used for isolation of Bacillus
cereus from the collected auriferous soil sample.

number

component

amount (gram / liter)

1

Meat Peptone

10

2

Meat Extract

1

3

D-Mannitol

10

4
5

NaCl
Red-Phenol

10
0.025

6

Bacteriological Agar

12

Figure 3. Bacillus cereus colonies grown on the selective medium.

Selective medium was used in order to
isolate, identify and counting of Bacillus
cereus bacterial colonies from soil
samples. The number of used selective
media was 22310 and the medium
components are listed in Table 1 (Brown et
al., 1958).
After above preparation final PH of
medium should be adjusted to 7.1 ± 0.2 at
37°C. Prepared medium should be kept
below 8°C temperature and has to be
protected from the direct light. For
medium preparation 43 gram from the
aforementioned component cited in Table
1, dissolved in 900 milliliters distilled
water and autoclaved at 121°C and 1

atmosphere pressure for 15 minutes.
Medium was cooled down till 45-50°C and
100 milliliters yolk were added to the
solution. Finally, 10 milligrams polymyxin
B was also added to medium as antibiotic.
This medium acts as a highly
selective medium for Bacillus cereus. This
bacterium is not able to ferment mannitol
therefore it can be discriminated from the
other mannitol positive microorganisms.
This phenomenon changes the red color of
phenol to yellow (Figure 3). On the other
hand, Bacillus cereus against other
microorganisms is resistance to the
antibiotic polymyxin B and is able to grow
on it (Holbrook and Anderson, 1980).
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4. Color changing in red phenol to yellow because of Bacillus cereus inability in mannitol
fermentation.

The produced enzyme by Bacillus cereus
called Lecithinase which is able to
hydrolyze existed lecithin in the yolk. This
produces a white sedimentation from the
hydrolyzed lecithin around the bacterial
colonies. Bacillus cereus colonies possess
unflatten and dry surface and produce a
pink halo around the white sedimentation
(figure
4)
which
make
them
distinguishable from the types of bacteria
(Rayan and Ray, 2004).
5-Bacterial isolation from soil and
results
Serial dilution technique was used for
bacterial isolation and estimation of their
population. For all 12 soil samples the
following dilutions in distilled water were
prepared: 1∕5, 1/10, 1/25 and 1/50,
respectively.
For example in order to prepare 1/5
diluted soil sample, we added up to 5 ml of
total volume sterile distilled water to 1
gram selected soil sample. Also, for

preparation of 1/10 dilution, we added to
1gram soil sample, up to 10 ml total
volume sterile distilled water and so on.
Three replications were considered for
each soil sample and related diluted
suspension. For cultivation and plating 0.1
ml from each diluted suspensions were
taken and evenly distributed in petri dishes
content of 20 ml media culture. Petri
dishes were kept in incubator at 25°C
temperature. The number of colony
forming unit were calculated 48 hours
after inoculation. The plating results for
the collected sample from Moteh, Zarmehr
and Mahallat is shown at different dilution
in the Figure 5 a, b and c, respectively. As
it could be seen in these figures, no colony
was basically formed in different dilution
of Moteh samples. On the other hand, a lot
of colonies from Bacillus cereus were
formed in the high concentration samples
from Zar Mountain and Mahallat gold
reserve. The results of bacterial frequency
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were quantified for all dilution of 12
samples.
The colony forming unit calculation
result obtained from Bacillus cereus
frequency for the three primary samples
(one sample from each studied region), six

samples from second round of sampling
(from Mahallat gold reserve) and three
collected samples from third round of
sampling (belongs to Mahallat gold
reserve) are presented in Tables 2, 3 and 4,
respectively.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 5. Bacterial cultivation results for Bacillus cereus obtained from three studied regions in different
dilution, a. Moteh gold mine, b. Zarmehr gold mine and c. Mahallat gold reserve.
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Table 2. Colony forming unit counted in primary samples 48 hours after inoculation.
Sample
Mahallat
Zarmehr
Moteh
Colony number
replication in 0.1
I
II
III
I
II
III
I
II
III
ml volume

1
5
1
10
1
25
1
50

Prepared
dilutions

12

11

12

7

8

11

0

0

0

11

11

11

0

0

1

0

0

0

6

6

6

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

3

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

Table 3. Colony forming unit counted in second round of sampling in Mahallat gold reserve, 48
hours after inoculation.
Medium
Medium
High grade
Low grade
High grade
Low grade
sample
grade single
grade triple
single cave
single cave Triple cave
triple cave
cave
cave
Colony number
replication in 0.1 I
II III I
II III I II III I
II III I II III I II III
ml volume

Prepared
dilutions

1
5
1
10
1
25
1
50

24

24

24

22

21

21

4

3

3

12

12

11

0

0

0

11

9

8

22

20

21

19

18

19

2

1

4

9

12

9

0

0

0

7

7

2

3

3

3

10

10

18

2

2

2

4

6

4

0

0

0

4

7

4

3

1

1

10

10

10

0

0

0

3

5

3

0

0

0

3

6

4

Table 4. Colony forming unit counted in third round of sampling in Mahallat gold reserve,
48 hours after inoculation.
Sample
Average gold grade about
Average gold grade
Average gold grade
10ppb
about 100ppb
about 400ppb
Colony number
replication in 0.1
I
II
III
I
II
III
I
II
III
ml volume

Prepared
dilutions

1
5
1
10
1
25
1
50

17

23

20

37

35

33

50

54

46

13

17

15

20

20

20

31

29

33

6

6

9

14

16

15

21

23

21

0

0

0

0

1

0

2

0

2

6- Discussion
As it can be observed from Table 2, the
collected soil samples from Moteh gold
mine had no enrichment to Bacillus

cereus. Perhaps, the reason for this fact
could be related to the sampling method.
Sampling should be performed from the
plant root rhizosphere rather than around
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plant coverage. Unfortunately, Moteh gold
mine is not a rich region from the plant
coverage point of view. Therefore, the
incidence of Bacillus cereus is almost
impossible in this condition and it may be
concluded that Bacillus cereus is not a
good marker for gold prospect exploration
in Moteh gold mine. However, this
conclusion is not extendable because there
was only one sample available from Moteh
gold mine.
Based on the results shown in Figure
5b and Table 2, the collected samples from
Zarmehr gold mine formed relatively high
number of colonies in high concentration
samples. The reason for this can be related
to the high bacterial frequency in soil
sample. But, as it can be seen from Figure
5b and Table 2 again, the collected
samples from Zarmehr gold mine did not
formed any special colonies in the low
concentration samples. This may be due to
an experimental error or lack of
appropriate condition during cultivation
and incubation. It may be concluded that
Bacillus cereus can be used as a biological
marker for exploration of gold prospect in
Zarmehr gold mine. However, it is
important that cultivation has to be done in
the low concentration and high accuracy.
Of course, this conclusion is not
extendable too because of limited number
of samples which were collected from
Zarmehr gold mine.

Fortunately, 10 samples were
available for investigation from Mahallat
gold reserve. As it was presented in Figure
5c and Tables 2, 3 and 4, Bacillus cereus
formed colonies in the all samples but the
collected sample from the medium grade
triple cave region.
According to the results presented in
Tables 2, 3 and 4, bacterial frequency was
reduced in low concentrations. Since there
was enough studied samples available for
Mahallat gold reserve, it can be said with a
greater degree of confidence that Bacillus
cereus was a good biological marker in
this gold reserve.
Colony forming unit frequency
variations for Bacillus cereus are presented
in Table 4 for different dilution based on
semi-quantified gold grade. As it can be
observed in this Table, colony forming
unit frequency is increasing with an
increase in average gold grade in each
region. These variations are modeled in
Figure 6. For example, in this figure and
for the dilution 1/5, the relation between
Bacillus cereus colony forming unit
frequency variation and gold grade to ppb
is reported. Since the presented
relationship is linear, it will appropriately
be extendable too. Therefore, it seems that
using this method and having enough
samples which statistically are significant,
it will be possible to present an idea about
semi quantified gold grade after bacterial
isolation and counting obtained colonies.

60

Colony forming unit frequency= gold grade × 0.07+23

50

1 of 5

40

1 of 10

Bacterial 30
CFU 20
Frequency

1 of 25
1 of 50

10
0
0

100

200

300

400

500

Average gold grade (ppb)

Figure 6. The relationship between average gold grade variation to ppb and Bacillus cereus colony
forming unit frequency in Mahallat gold reserve.
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7- Conclusion remarks and future work
In the present study, the possibility of
using Bacillus cereus frequency in soil as a
biological marker for tracing of latent gold
prospecting in Iran was studied. Several
soil samples were collected from Moteh
and Zarmehr gold mines and also Mahallat
gold reserve. The soil samples were serial
diluted in distilled sterile water and
cultivated in the proper medium. The
cultivation results showed no Bacillus
cereus in single collected sample from
Moteh gold mine. The bacterium was
found in the single collected sample from
Zarmehr gold mine only in the high
concentration repetitions. In Mahallat gold
reserve bacterial frequency in the fine
grain soil not only was noticeable but also
the frequency of Bacillus cereus was
observed to increase with increasing the
gold grade. Finally, an equation was
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developed in order to have a semiquantified estimation of the gold grade
based on Bacillus cereus frequency.
However, in order to reach to a more valid
equation more samples need to be
collected from Mahallat gold exploration
area. The limited number of studied
samples was one of the drawbacks in the
present study. Similar methodology with
larger number of samples is recommended
to be conducted in the future in other
regions.
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